A House Features Pre-Holiday Dance Wednesday Night

The first all-school dance of the holiday season, the Jingle Bell, will be held at A. M. Hall on Wednesday night, December 15, from 7 to 10.

The price of admission for each person will be a $5 envelope, or a gift, to be placed under the Christmas tree. The navy band will furnish the music.

The highlight of the evening will be the exchange of cups by drawing numbers. This will take place during intermission.

These toys will be given to the Goodfellows later as Rice's contribution to their Christmas.

Rifle Team Suffers Severe Defeat From Oklahoma U.

The NOTC Rifle Team suffered its worst defeat of the season last week at the hands of the University of Oklahoma. The Oklahoma team scored a total of 384 points against the 177 of Rice.

The Oklahoma group proved itself one of the best teams that Rice has faced this season, and Chief Lynde is announcing these results, said that the game was a very big one and that it averaged over 100 points per man.

Prom Marks End Of Pre-Holiday Festivities

The long-awaited Junior Prom is scheduled for the night of December 18 at the Houston Country Club from 9 until 1, with the Ellington Field Band furnishing the music.

The traditional queen of the Junior Prom will be elected and presented with a gold locket. It will be the last dance before the Christmas holidays which inaugurate the season.

The decorations will be combinations of red and green. The barkcloth, which will be black, will have a huge Santa Claus on it holding a big 45 for the class of '48. Brilliants will be used to make the name and the number sparkly. The decoration committee plans to hang flowers from the center of the ceiling. The mantle will be decorated with holly and other Christmas greenery. The fireplace will be decorated in accordance with the real Christmas spirit, with stockings and a small tree out of sight.

The committee for these decorations and arrangements is composed of Betty Ackman, chairman, with Dorothy Jean Wehrgren, Kaylin Lindsey, Macie Spiller, Molly Alexander, and Jane Sinclair assisting her.

The price of admission has not been decided.

Cage Prospects Looking Up

While Mackenzie was one of the members of the Central High of Memphis team when it won the Tennessee state basketball title.

Two engines, one of them new to the game, are Harold Galloway and John Mackenzie. Galloway attended Lamar, but played no basketball.

Schreck and Sydow Will Lecture Friday On Current Problems

As usual the affair is in store for interested members of the student body at 7:30, Friday in Ch. L. 309. At this time two distinguished students will give short talks on pressing problems. Henry F. Schreck, president of the Freshmen Association, will present an address entitled "The Recovery from Shell's "Alaska Shales," and Charles H. Sydow, Jr., equally well known, will deliver "Fire Prevention and Control in Industrial Plants."

The speakers will attempt to answer any questions of the audience as the close of their talks, but it will be difficult to stump such quick-witted experts.

"The Range of Probability"

Craig Says Shakespeare Upholds Normal Attitude

Tuesday night at 8:35 Dr. Craig presented a discovery and analysis in Othello by presenting a discovery and analysis in the field of human life as Croton, the world in the field of natural science.

"Nature has a way of making her of our whole being at the expense of the entirety of nature," asserted Dr. Craig. "One thing that the grand things that are done in the world of nature, the world of science, and the world of literature becomes an escape. On the other extreme, this attitude also represents Shakespeare's work, and in that sense he has said that human life itself." He went on to say that Shakespeare was at

Sigma Xi Names 19 Members To Rice Chapter

Sigma Xi, honorary society for scientists, named 19 associate members and three full members in its organization in a meeting on December 1, announced W. E. C. Wilkins, secretary, yesterday.

The associate members who have been presented to full membership are: Clarence J. Adlitz, John Anne, and Hugh D. Brink, Charles S. Matthew, and Warren C. Simpson. The requirement for such promotion is that the candidate shall have demonstrated ability and ingenuity in a scientific journal.

December 7, 1943

Tuesday, December 7, was just another day to most of us, yet it is another day for all of us. For Wednesday, December 7, is the day we shall never forget, a day that brought no gifts; we will deck our trees just as we have always done; we will have a glorious Christmas, singing our carols, giving our bright gifts; we will have a merry Christmas, unwrapping, singing, and laughing with those we love—breathing silent prayers that whatever the future brings us, we will all fight, whatever the future brings us, we will all fight and laugh with those we love—breathing silent prayers that whatever the future brings us, we will all fight, whatever the future brings us, we will all fight.

We noticed by the papers the other day that this would be a record Christmas. Certain is the season is ending and we are quickly running out of gas, as many of our cars have been called away to war work. There may be a shortage of gas for some time. It is a rare occurrence for a Houston home to have a standing evergreen at the conclusion of any performance, so many of the tinsel has been removed. Bus. Mgr Margaret Morrison reports that several other favors—old and new—will be a record.
Intramural News, Notices, Schedules

Plano Soloist

Orchestra Symphony Brings Claudia Arrau to Activity

A Latin-American Good Will program will be played by the Symphony Orchestra Monday evening with Claudia Arrau as the guest artist for the program. Mr. Arrau has chosen the entire music for the Piano Concerto for his first appearance with the orchestra, and has concluded that program by playing the incidental piano solos in de Falla’s “Nights in a Spanish Garden,” which opens the program. He will make his first appearance on the concert platform at the end of the program. The program selected by Conductor Hoffmann is one consisting of compositions which are new to the Houston audience with the exception of the Beethoven concertos. It will consist of Schubert, Fifth Symphony in E Flat Major, “Serenata Regionalis,” by Prokofiev, Intermediate Polonaise, by Chopin and Mozart’s concerto No. 20 in D Minor, K. 466.

Student Council Finishes Revision Of Constitution

Three

The Student Council met Tuesday to discuss plans for distribution of the newly revised constitution, which was announced by President Ray Cumpson. All the by-laws that have been made in the last five years and subsequently changed may be added to the Constitution were put in. The rules, features being those of the changed election dates due to the summer sessions and the opening of the new school year, the by-laws were re-arranged.

There were 50 copies of the new Constitution distributed on campus by the Student Council. The Student Council has already received a copy or a receive copy of the constitution by the application of the Student Council, the American and William Primus will be sold at the orchestra’s second annual radio broadcast over the coast for NBC. The American and William Primus will be sold at the orchestra’s second annual radio broadcast over the coast for NBC.

Letters Prove Best Morale-Safe Men For Service

The word “绂” is slightly shorter on the average than the word “滚动”. The Morale, will be composed of about ten members, including the following: Arthur F. Valentine, Mary L. Jones, Margaret Green, Quinton, and Joe B. Dorough. The word “滚动” is out.

The Owl basketball team will be playing the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill on Tuesday night. The Owls will leave Friday night for San Antonio with high hopes, but Coach Davis makes no predictions of either success or failure for the efforts of his charges.

BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

Meet the gang at Bill Williams’ Chicken House, for a feast of tempting golden brown fried chicken. And eat it with your fingers... savage style.

Bill Williams

Chicken-in-the-Rough

6515 South Main
In Post-War Era

Women to Play

Job Market

Placement Service as Close As Your Telephone

PHILADELPHIA, PA. — New students are in town. They are...